
STAGE CURTAIN 
AND VALANCE 
SYSTEMS

Dress your stage to a professional level with our stage 
curtain and valance systems.

Each of our stage curtain and valance systems are individually designed and made to suit 
a range of purposes including front of house, upstage, midstage, downstage, cycloramas, 
backdrops, blackout, scrims and more.
There is a system to suit all our permanent and portable stages, and we can also work with you 
to design and create a unique system for your existing stage, even if it was sourced elsewhere. 
There is a wide range of fabrics and colours to choose from, plus, we can embroider your school 
or company logo onto the valance centre panel. Curtains and valances can be purchased 
separately or supplied as a complete package with your stage system.

Portable Stage Curtains
- Modular QUATTRO theatre curtain system, complete with portable curtain frames and curtains
- Cost effective, easy to use solution for smaller stage applications
- Designed to fit onto any of our QUATTRO, PILOT, DIVA and TITAN stage systems.

Retractable Stage Curtains
- May be installed on our permanent or portable stage systems
- Options for backstage and side stage curtains
- Retractable front of house curtains require either an overhead support system or to be attached to  
the stage subframe.

Portable Telescopic Curtain Support System
- Telescopic upright and vertical arm support framework system  
- Lightweight, easy to assemble and comes with its own carry bag
- Each system includes double back wall hangers, spigots and base plates
- Suits a variety of applications including change room, small performance area, cubicle, backdrop/side 
curtains, room divider or concealment curtain
- Available in three sizes: small (1–1.5m high x 1–1.5m wide), medium (2.4–4m high x 1.8–3m wide) and large 
(2.4–6m high x 2.5–4m wide).

Valance Stage Curtains
- Provides decorative finish to the front and side of portable and permanent stages
- Discreet, attractive covering for sub frame electrical/construction views
-Features genuine VELCRO® Brand Hook & Loop to attach the valance to our stage podiums.
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